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{BSTRACT Queensland is the most decentralised of the Australian States. The
::ographical size and spatial disparities of this State raise the possibility of regional
::t-ferences in labour market behaviour. In this paper, unit record data from the l99l
lustralian Census of Population and Housing were used to estimate participation and eamings
::nctions for Queensland at the State and Substate level. The results from the estimation of
:.ese models will cast light upon those factors that are influential on supply decisions within
:e Queensland labour market and determine the extent of regional variation in the relative
rportance of these factors. In a broader context, the results will have generalised value to
:: study of participation and earnings as well as providing insight into the workings of
-: s ional labour markets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Employment in Queensland grew more rapidly, in both an absolute and relative

=nse, than in any of the otherAustralian States overthe intercensal period 1981-
.991. This employment growth coincided with significant increases in the all-
:€rsons and female participation rates. However, female participation rates in

-)ueensland remained well below those of males and displayed variation across the
:esions of Queensland. In this paper, unit record data from the l99l Australian

--ensus of Population and Housing were used to estimate participation and earnings
:..rnctions for Queensland at the State and Substate level. The unit record data provide
:, particularly useful data set for these purposes. Not only does the series provide a

.arge number of observations (over 18,000 for Queensland as a whole) but data
:.-'ntained within the census, such as family-type and the presence of non-dependent
:amily offspring, allow specific attention to be focused upon important questions
:llncerning the role of the family and the type of household structure upon
:articipation decisions. The results from the estimation of these models will, in the
:-rrst instance, cast light upon which factors are influential on supply decisions within
:-re Queensland labour market and how these factors differ in relative importance
sJross regions. In a broader context, the results will have generalised value to the

Paper originally prepared for the First Southern Inland Queensland Regional Outlook

--onference, University of Southern Queensland, November 1995.
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stLrdy of participation and earnings as well as providing insight into the workings c:
regional labour markets.

2. PARTICIPATION IN QUEBNSLAND AND ITS RBGIONS

Four regions have been identified from the census data within Queensland. Thes=

are: the Brisbane Statistical Division; the Moreton Statistical Division; Northerr

Queensland (comprising the Northern, Far North, North West and Mackay Statistica
Divisions); and the Rernainder of Queensland (cornprising the Darling Doun..
Fitzroy. Central West, South West and Wide-Bay Burrrett Statistical Divisions). A:
advantage of this regional aggregation is that the metropolitan region of Brisbane.
which is traditionally the highest participatiorr area of the State, is compared with a:
outer region of the SoLrth-East (Moreton), Central Queensland (the Rest c:

Queensland) and the North of the State which is currently a high growth area. Onr
disadvantage of this level of disaggregation is that it does not adequately allow t-c:

disaggregation between coastal and inland areas where it might be expected tha:

some differences in parlicipation decisions rnay exist. Inspection of the relevant dat.
indicates that there are considerable differences among the four regions in a:.

absolute sense and at least one region, the Remainder of Queensland, has shorii
considerable variation in participation levels over shoft periods of tirne.

3. THE PARTICIPATION AND EARNINGS MODELS

It is assumed that the decision to participate in the workforce is the result t':
utility maxirnising behaviour, rvhich involves the choice betrveen parlicipation in th.
market (paid work) or.iob search and recognises the role of social security payment:
and non-market activities such as leisure and/or domestic activities. The mair-

factors that are expected to influence a person's decision to participate in the labou:
market are: potential earnings, rvhich are a positive function of the market wage t-c:

each level ofqualification and a negative function ofjob-search costs; and the value
of time in non-market activities, which is the reservation wage and will be a functioi
ofvarious factors such as the earnings ofthe spouse or partner, sources ofnon-r"ag.
income and family composition and responsibilities. The procedure used to explair.
participation decisions and the earnings function is a Heckman two-step procedure
in which a probit regression is used to explain the participation decision and OLS
analysis is r.rsed to estimate the earnings function. In the latter case the Mills inverse
ratio, obtained as an output from the probit estimation, is added as a correction facto:
to allow for the selectivity bias that appears because of the fact that earnings are

observed only for those employed.
Labour force participation is presented as a binary variable { taking the value

of one if the person is participating and zero if they are not. That is:

f:lif f :Za+c>0
)/: 0 otherrvise

(r,
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.. rere l" is arr unotrservable variable reflecting the gap between market wages and
':'senation wages. lt is assurned that participation occurs if this gap is positive. In
icJ ition. it is assunred that Y depends linearly on a vector of Z factors that influence
:.re participatiorr decision. The income function takes the form:

lnW: XF + f,

" rere ln I/ is observed if ts > 0, I/ stands for income and X is a vector of factors that
:::ermine income. a and B are vectors of parameters and e and p syrnbolise error
':rns rvith zero means. Under a probit specification:

Pr(I:l ) : Pr(e > -Zu) : F(Za)

-:rere .F is the cumulative normal distribution. The coefficient vector is estimated
r:raugh maximum likelihood methods. However, as Heckman (1974),Lee(1976)
r:l Kottis and Dimelis (1992) have shown, that due to selectivity bias the estimation
:: :he earnings function requires the addition of a term reflecting the Mills inverse

=:ic-r 
of the standard normal density function. This term is obtained as an output from

:: probit estimation. The earnings function then becomes:

lnlr: Xp + 61. + p

^:.re l" is the Mills inverse ratio of the standard normal density function.

4. DATA SOURCES AND VARIABLES USED

Data were gathered from the l99l Census of Population and Housing,
I--usehold Sample file. This is a one per cent sample of private households and
r..-rciated persons and a one per cent sample of persons in non-private dwellings.
r. rumber of the variables used, as detailed below, were recoded to aggregate
: :ssification ranges while 'not stated' classifications were excluded from the

r,'11 sis. The sample file was further truncated to exclude all persons under l5 years

:: :ge. The economic variables that enter into the labour force participation and/or
:e income equations may be broadly grouped asfinancial (personal income, other
'r:rily income), family structure (dependent offspring, non-dependent offspring,
:erital status), human capital (highest qualification, proficiency in English) and

:-:nographic (age, sex, and birthplace). Specifically, the variables chosen were as

':.io*'s:
. Labour force participation: The dependent variable, recoded to a binary

choice variable by combining the Census employed and unemployed
classifications as '1' and the not in the labour force classifications as '0'.

. Personal income: Represents the gross earnings per annum of the individual.
This variable was recoded to numericalvalues by taking the midpoint of each

income bracket. Participation is assumed to be positively related to the level of
earnings.
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Other fanrily income: A derived variable using family inconte less personui
inconre, and includes income of spouse attd non-dependent children. It may be

that tlre higher the arnount of other income coming into the household the

sntaller will be the contribution of the individual's wage and the less likely thei
are to participate for financial reasons. On the other hand, presence of
substantial other farnily income may indicate a stroug work ethic within the

whole family and be positively related to participation. This variable is in
keeping with that area of inquiry starting with Bowen and Finegan (1969) and

Aslrenfelter and Heckman (191$ that emphasises the individual participation
decision as being made in relation to the family or household conditions.
Dependent offspring: Represents the number of school age children (up to l-t
years of age) and older children (aged 15 lo 24) studying full-time that are

dependent, fully or in part, upon the individual. lncluded are dependent offspring
present on Census night and those temporarily absent. On the basis of previous

studies (Killingsworth and Heckman, 1986) this variable is expected to van
inversely with female participation but directly with male participation.

Non-dependent offspring: The number of non-financially dependent offspring
that are normally resident in the household and includes those present on Census

night and those temporarily absent. The impact of this variable needs to be

empirically detennined as there appears to have been little research done into the

impact of this component of family structure on participation. ln one sense, the

presence of older children may stimulate parlicipation by assisting parents in

caring for younger children. On the other hand, if these older children are

working and paying rent it will reduce the financial need for both parents tc
participate.
Marital status: Classified as never married, married, separated, divorced or

widowed. Bowen and Finegan (1969) in their pioneering study of 1960 US

census data found that marital status was the most important factor in
determining the labour force status of males. This result reflected the normal

social and family responsibilities associated with being a married male at this
period in time (Sapsford and Tzannatos, 1993). However, even in the different
social setting of the 1990s, being married should still be positively related to
participation for males. For females the issue is less clear cut with the need for
a two income family exerting a positive influence and family responsibilities
exerting influence in the opposite direction.
Age: Age in years, persons aged l5 years and over. This variable is likely to be

of importance in the income equation. Most earnings and human capital studies
have found the existence of a significant age-earnings profile (Pscaharopoulos

and Layard, 1979; Sapsford and Tzannatos, 1993) up until middle age.

Sex: Male :'0', Female :'1'
Place of birth: Country of birth of the individual. This variable is designed to
test for differences in participation between Australian and overseas born.
Differences in participation behaviour, particularly for females, by country of
origin and ethnic group have been found in numerous studies including; Bowen
and Finegan (1969), Greenhalgh (1977), Kottis and Dimelis (1992).

a
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" ::i.ghest qualification: A variable designed to test for the impact of human
-.- :el on participation. This variable records the highest level of qualification
--" ned by a person since leaving school. Ordered from'l' : higher degree to

= not applicable.
" ?:,rficiency in Bnglish: A variable designed to test the relationship between

; :r in the dominant language and participation decisions.
* H ruFS rvorked: Represents the number of hours worked in the main job held

- .nployed persons during the week before Census night.
. Industry: This variable describes the industries in which employed people aged

: '. ears and over work. Classifications relate to two digit ASIC codes.
" \ge left school: Age in years.

- - : model was run using data for Queensland and the four substate regional
r -: -.gs described above. These four regions represent the lowest geographical
,*.':ation available from the Census sample file. The analysis was also

.,.r- :r-,.Aen by sex within each region.

Table 1. Probit Results, Participation in Queensland, l99l
Persons Males Females

- -..' '.a Variable Coeff Partial Coeff Partial Coeff Partial

39

- -.1:.1 1.483** L32** 1.402*+
(56.60) (41.00) (38.00)

-::..-'.,income 0.015** 0.024 0.013** 0.017 0.019** 0.027
(64.00) (47.24) (45.30)

':':- ::mily income -0.001** -0.001 -0.003** -0.002 0.001 0.001
(-4.04) (- r 0.33) (2.42)

a:.-:ent offspring 0.008 0.020 0.020** 0.015 -0.013** -0.020
(0.336) (5.57) (-3.28)

--::lendent offspring 0.06** 0.081 0.093** 0.080 0.057** 0.078
(13.12) (13.36) (7.30)

:--':. status -0.022** -0.025 0.006 0.006 -0.030** -0.047
(-6.40) (1.15) (-6.6e)

'-r -0.030** -0.032 -0.028** -0.022 -0.032** -0.039
(-40.62) (-2e.32) (-2e.3s)

,1 -0.065** -0.066
(- r 0.40)

1 -. :.ace -0.001 * -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.002* -0.003
(-2.30) (-r.32) (-2.20)

- :-.sI qualification -0.01l** -0.018 -0.007** -0.009 -0.013** -0.025
(-8.71) (-4.35) (-6.40)

:-.:i;iency in English -0.035** -0.039 -0.017 -0.01 I -0.050** -0.074
(-3.50) (-1.28) (-3.40)
I 8,688 9,4 I 8 9,270

_ '.1 R.: ' 0.65 0.65 0.60

' >:snificant at 5 per cent level.' SrEnificant at I per cent level
- - :,r details of calculation see Zavoina and McElvey, 1975
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The results fbr Queerrslarrd (refer'fable l), though in keeping rvith re.-
obtained elsewhere, rcveal signillcant difl-erences in the determinants of parlicip":

betweeu nrales and l-ernales and highligltt the role played by family variables 'i

probit equations had rcasonable llts, with lhe Zavoina-McElvey R2 statistic ran- -

from 0.65 for the equations covering all-persons and males to 0.60 for fernales. \1 '

of the explattatory variables were significant at the 5 per cent or I per cent le ' .

which is, perhaps, uot surprising given the large number of observations anc:-
theoretical foundatiorrs of most of these variables. However, in judging the na:-'
of the results, care must be taken with the way in which census data is presented. :
example, the qualification variable was ordered in such a way that the lowest r i -

on the qualification scale coincided with the highest levelof qualification. In::
case a negative sign on the qualification variable implies a positive relation.:

between participation and educational qualifications. Differences emerged beni<.
males and females in tenns of variable significance and their marginal contributi- -

to the parlicipation decisions. For the financial vuriables, both male and fem"

participation are positively related to personal income levels although the marg::

importance of a unit increase in personal incorne for females (2.7 per cent) is lar:.
than that for ntales ( I .7 per cent). The presence of other family income reduces : -

probability of male participation but has an insignificant impact upon the probabi. :

of female participation. A number of factors may contribute to this sex differen:

For males, the earnings of other family members may remove some of the finan;l
need to participate in the labour force. This might also be true for females. Hou er =-

other factors relating to a multi-income family seem to be working in the oppos::.

direction with the net result that the other farnily income variable is a positive t-ac: '

in female participation decisions.
All of the variables designated as fumily struclure exerted some influence i -

participation decisions, especially for fenrales. The likelihood of female participatr - -

is significantly and inversely related to the number of dependent children, with ea. -

additional child decreasing the probability of parlicipating by 2 per cent. This resu :

is in line with most other studies (Kottis and Dimelis , 1992) and of much the sarr.-

level of marginal contribution. The presence of non-dependent children exerts i
significant and positive irnpact on participation for both males and females. The:.
are several likely reasons for this. Non-dependent children are able to supen i:.
dependent children and in this way may enable adults with dependent children I

parlicipate in the workforce. As well the presence of non-dependent children in th=

home points to that stage in the life-cycle where those who may have temporaril'"

withdrawn from the rvorkforce are returning. For both these reasons it is nr:
surprising that the presence of non-dependent children is closely correlated u it:
increased participation.

The performance of the marital status variable again highlights the differin:
impact that family structure variables still exert upon the respective participatio:.
decisions of males and females. The variable is insignificant for males but highlr
significant and inversely related to participation for females. The results suggest tha:

females, by becoming married, decrease their probability of participating by almos:
5 per cent.

I
I
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Tltc sex variable is significant for thc persons equation and its negative sign
:c'tlects the fact tlrat tlrerc are still sorne differcnces between the male and female
partic ipation pattenrs.

Tlrc lrigh signilicance of the qualificatiou variable for both nrales and females
:*ain displays the strong positive influence that forrnal educational qualifications
3\ert upon parlicipatiorr decisions. This is particularly true for females where the

rrrrbability of parlicipating increases by approximately 7 per cerrt as females gain
rrcater formal qualifi catiorrs.

Proficiency in English was selected as a lruman capital variable as it is often the
:rck of fluency in English that reduces the realvalue of human capital. For males
:his does not appear to be a problem and the proficiency in English variable is

:nsignificant. For females lrowever and, via their influence, persons, the variable is

s:enificant and negatively related to participation.
In terms of the earnings equation, the two variables that dominate for both rnales

:nd females are the age variable and the selectivity variable (refer Table 2). Income
s shown to have a strong age profile. The significance of the selectivity variable is

: normal feature of these types of equations and reflects the necessity of recognising
::e censored nature of the data. Important sex differences also occur within the

:.ome equation. Age left school, highest qualification and hours worked all make

r.sitive contributions to male earnings. However, for fernales highest qualification

Table 2. The Earnings Equations, Queensland, 1991

::uation Variable Persons Males Females

i:pendent offspring

:-i -.urs worked

.: lustry

ta3

::r

i.lhest qualification

:.:e left school

.:--ticiency in English

i.e.:ctivity correction

,-.-nstant

1.715**

0.45 3 *

(2.48)
0.179*
(2.36)
-0.180
(- 1 .04)

1.945**
(32.1e)

-0.191
(-0.73)

0.279*
(2.34)
-0.094
(-0.3 8)

L758* *

(22.04)

0.610*
(2.4r)
0.241**
(2.62)
-0.409*
(- 1.78)

|.765**
(21.83)

(3.62)
-0.066
(-0.73)

0.368* *

(3.3 8)
1.433

(1.88)
-34.040* *

(-46.e1)
-20.004**
(-8.60)
12,092

-0.418* *

(-3.32)
0.595* *

(3.86)
0.258
(0.24)

-39.018* *

(-34.5e)
-12.t64**
(-4.06)

7,088

0.236
(l.87)
0.166
(1.14)
2.751*
(2.s6)

-28.412**
(-30.74)
-20.071**
(-6.83)

' Sienificant at 5 per cent level
" Significant at I per cent level

5
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and age lefi school are insignificant. 'l-he clrief deterrninants of female earninS'
other than age and selectivity, are hours worked, type of irrdustry and proficiencr ::
English. Overall thcse results may irrdicate that fernales are subject to nlti:
structural and institutional influences within the labour lnarket tharr males.

5. REGIONALDIFFERENCES

Queensland is the most decentralised, in tenns of population distribution. of :
the Australian States. ln addition, given the States' absolute size and diversitr :-

regional economic activity it rvould not be surprising if spatial differences emerse:
in participation and earnings behaviour. An inspection of the regional participatit':
equations listed in Appendix I shows little difference in the determinants of ntal-
participatiorl across the State. However, some interesting differences occur acro::
the regions for the determinants of fernale participation.

Northern Queensland is distinguished frorn the results obtained from the othe:
areas because neither the highest qualification variable nor the proficiency in Englisr:

variable is significant for fernales in this area. North Queensland has a histon c:

imrnigration of persorts from Non-English Speaking backgrounds (NESBs) datin_s

back to the influx of ltalian migrants in the 1920s. The fact that proficiencl ir:

English does not appear a barrier to female participation in this area may indicars
that the local labour market may have evolved mechanisms for handling linguistr:
problems based on this lengthy exposure to NE,SBs. The proficiency in Englisi-
variable is also non-significant for the Moreton region. This area has only a snral
number of NESBs but irrspection of tlre data indicates that fernales in this group di
not appear to have participation patterns different from the rest of the population. .{
surprising result obtained from the equations is the norr-significance of the numbe:
of dependertt children on female parlicipatiorr in Moreton and the Remainder r.:
Queensland regions, This variable was higlrly significant and negative t'o:

Queensland as a whole and the Brisbane and Northerr, Queensland Regions and i'
routinely fbund to be a major factor in female participation in most studies. The
Moreton region is one with a high proportion of two-income families. Dependenr
children may be having the traditional effect of reducing female labour supply in this
region but through the mechanism of reduced hours, for example, from full-time tc
part-time work. As such this trend would not show up in the aggregate participation
data.

To test for this effect the sample was subdivided to examine the choices between
full-time participation and part-time participation and to examine the impact t'r;

dependent children upon each of these choices. Specifically, the binary choices uere
between participating in a full-time sense or not participation and participating in a

part time sense or not participating. Results repofted below in Table 3 relate only, t.-
the marginal impacts of the number of dependent children. The results indicate thar
dependent children exeft opposite effects on the probability of females participating
in a full or part time sense. In all cases participation in a full-time sense is inverseh
and significantly related to the number of dependent children. Conversely, havine
dependent children increases the Iikelihood of females participating but choosins
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Table 3. Partial irnpacts of dependent children orr female participation
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Region Full-time Part-time

Queensland
Brisbane
Moreton
Northern Queensland
Remainder of Queensland

-0.033 * *

-0.041**
-0.02 I * *

-0.029* *

-0.0 I 7* *

0.02 l**
0.026**
0.046* *

0.01*
0.03

' Significant at the 5 per cent level
'* Significant at the I per cent level.

rlrt-time employment. Allcoefficients in the part-time equations had positive signs
: -rt the results for Northern Queenslarrd were significant only at the 5 per cent level
r:J the results for the Rernainder of Queensland were not statistically significant at

"-: normally accepted levels. These results are in line with those reported by Miller
qQj) rvho used a multinominal logit model on United States panel data to explain

' : labour market states of females. She found that having dependent children
-::eased the probability of participating in a part-time sense as compared to a full-

- :3 Sense.

ln tenns of the earnings equation, the age, hours worked and selectivity variables
.:; important for all regions and for both males and females (see Appendix 2).
-. --* g1's1, there are some interesting differences in the sign and significance of some

- : :he other variables across the regions. The qualifications variable, normally a

::, ns performer in participation equations, is significant for males only in Brisbane
i- : :he Rest of Queensland and for females it is only significant in the Moreton
-:. . :. The school leaving age is insignificant for female earnings in all the regional
: - -:r.t1nS. The poor performance of human capital variables in explaining female
-.: . :.es is a further example of the segmented labour market that women still appear

..:kin.
'r erall, though some regional differences exist in parlicipation decisions by

'' --- :^ales and females, differences by sex are more pronounced than differences by
- The study has confirmed, at least in the case of males, the importance of the

: ,-ral participation variables in the participation decision and earnings. Family
iables were shown to be important for females but there are now major::*re vanables were snown to De rmponant lor lemales DUI rnere are now maJor

.-3:r.es in the irnpact of these variables between full time and part-time
:3tion. It was unfortunate that the data did not allow testing for differences in

:orce behaviour between coastal and inland residents.
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-{.PPENDIX 1. Regional Probit Results

Table la. Probit results, Participation in the Brisbane Region, 1991 
,

FMales Females

Equation Variable Coeff Partial Coeff Partial Coeff Partial

Constant

Personal income

Other family income

Dependent offspring

\ on-dependent offspring

\larital status

I .250* *

(26.92)
0.025 0.013**

(34.e0)
-0.001 -0.003**

(-8.53)
-0.003 0.01I

(2.21)
0.077 0.092**

(e.26)
-0.024 0.008

(0.e6)
-0.030 -0.02'7**

(- 18.41)

-0.034

-0.001 0.000
(0.26)

-0.016 -0.048*
(-2.04)

-0.038 -0.025
(-1.51)
4,123

0.70

| .370* *

(26.88)
0.016 0.019** 0.029

(34. I 0)
-0.001 -0.002 0.000

(0.e6)
0.008 -0.016** -0.021

(-2.83)
0.056 0.051** 0.090

(s.55)
0.008 -0.029** -0.046

(-4.46)
-0.019 -0.033* * -0.039

(-20.7 s)
\ge

Ser

L394**
(37.4s)

0.003* *

(47.4r)
-0.001* *

(-3.68)
-0.005
(-r.32)

0.068* *

(e.35)
-0.022**
(-4.62)
-0.030* *

(-27.27)
-0.035 * *

(-3.e1)
-0.001*
(-0.e0)
-0.009* *

(-4.70)
-0.034* *

(-2.7 t)
8,438

0.68

3irthplace

:iighest qualification

loficiency in English

l\1 R2 #

0.000 -0.002 -0.003
(-1.80)

-0.006 -0.009** -0.024
(-3.48)

-0.020 -0.039** -0.059
(-2.r4)

4,315
0.62

' Significant at 5 per cent level

" Significant at I Per cent level

= For details of calculation see Zavoina and McElvey, 1975
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Table lb. Probit results, Participation in the Moreton Region, l99l
Persons Males Females

Equation Variable Coeff Partial Coeff Partial Coeff par:.,

Constant 1.707** 1.616** 1.550**
(2s.27) (18.73) (16.08)

Personal income 0.013** 0.021 0.012** 0.017 0.017** 0.(_rl:
(22.41) (16.7e) (t 5.6s)

Other family income 0.001** 0.001 -0.002** -0.002 0.002** 0 {_,. -.

(0.6e) (-2.74) (2.6t)
Dependent offspring 0.251** 0.029 0.037** 0.042 0.017 0.0t-

(3.44) (3.85) (1.56)
Non-dependent offspring 0.074** 0.010 0.101** 0.126 0.062** 0 [r-:

(s.10) (s.21) (2.84)
Maritalstatus -0.008** -0.013 0.020 0.019 -0.023* -0.[':

(-r.04) (1.60) (-2.ts)
Age -0.037** -0.043 -0.038** -0.037 -0.036** -0.ti:_-

(-20.26) (- 16.04) (- 13.02)
Sex -0.081** -0.096

(-s.24)
Birthplace -0.001* -0.001 -0.001 0.000 -0.002 -0.0,. --

(-0.7e) (-0.35) (-0.e3)
Highest qualification -0.018** -0.025 -0.013** -0.016 -0.023** -0.r-r_::

(-5.58) (-3.23) (-4.55)
Proficiency in English -0.035** -0.047 -0.029 -0.038 -0.044 -0.0i i

(-1.22) (-0.76) (-1.05)
N 3,213 I ,647 I ,566
zM F # 0.61 0.60 0.59

* Significant at 5 per cent level
** Significant at I per cent level
# For detaif s of calculation see Zavoina and McElvey, 1975
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Table lc. Probit results, Participation in Northern Queensland, 199 I

Persons Males Females

Equation Variable Coeff Partial Coeff Partial Coeff Partial

fonstant

Personal income

tfther family income

)ependent offspring

\on-dependent offspring

\{arital status

l.ge

x\

3::rhplace

-{::hest qualification

-ot-rciency in English

-\i{ R: *

1.268**
(17.72)

0.022 0.010**
(18.10)

0.001 -0.001
(- r .85)

-0.013 0.01I
(1.s2)

0.043 0.060**
(3.50)

-0.020 -0.01I
(-0.e7)

-0.030 -0.023**
(-10.00)

-0.096

-0.004 -0.003
(- 1.70)

-0.017 -0.012**
(-3. I 6)

-0.040 0.023
(0.80)
9,418

0.65

1.355**
(t4.e4)

0.010 0.021** 0.028
(19.79)

0.000 0.001* 0.002
(2.s2)

0.004 -0.027** -0.037
(-3.03)

0.038 0.034 0.047
(1.76)

-0.007 -0.023* -0.030
(-2.05)

-0.016 -0.034** -0.041

_(-t2.36)_

-0.003 -0.003 -0.004
(-1.24)

-0.015 -0.005 -0.012
(-o.oe2)

0.039 -0.059 -0.078
(- 1.65)

9,270
0.60

1.498* *

(24.47)
0.013**

(25.60)
-0.0003
(-0.67)
-0.01 I
(- 1.84)

0.045* *

(3.s2)
-0.022**
(-2.77)
-0.028* *

(- 15.63)
-0. I 00* *

(-6.67)
-0.003 *

(-2.31)
-0.012* *

(-3.53)
-0.0 l5
(-0.61)

3,305
0.66

' Significant at 5 per cent level

" Significant at I per cent level

= i-.r details of calculation see Zavoina and McElvey, 1975
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Table 1d. Probit.esults, Pgrticipation in Remainder of eueensland, l99l
Persons Males Females

Equation variable coeff partial coeff partial coeff partia_

(2t.6s) (t4.s2) (14.23)
Personal income 0.015** 0.024 0.014** 0.02 0.01g** 0.0:-{

(26.73) (21.s2) (16.e2)
Other family income -0.002** 0.002 -0.004** -0.003 0.000 0.00'

(-4.48) (-6.s2) (-0.s1)
Dependent offspring 0.009 0.01I 0.027** 0.025 -0.007 -0.01-

(1.51) (3.37) (-0.85)
Non-dependent offspring 0.081** 0.096 0.107** 0.107 0.067** 0.0-_.

(6.7 4) (7.06) (3.s2)
Maritalstatus -0.036** -0.044 0.003 0.000 -0.053** -0.0-f

(-4.43) (0.26) (-4.67)
Age -0.025** -0.028 -0.026** -0.021 -0.025** -0.01!

(- 1s.21) (-12.s7) (-e.77)
Sex -0.087* * -0.087

(-6.04)
Birthplace -0.002 -0.001 -0.004 -0.003 -0.000 0.00i

(-0.8s) (-1.41) (-0.12)
Highest qualification -0.01l** -0.017 -0.002 -0.001 -0.019** -0.03l

(-3.s3) (-0.48) (-3.6e)
ProficiencyinEnglish -0.110** -0.151 -0.082 -0.083 -0.lll* -0.16:

(-2.82) (-1.43) (-2.07)
N l g,6gg 9,418 9,270
zM R, # 0.65 0.65 0.60

* Significant at 5 per cent level
** Signihcant at I per cent level
# For details of calculation see Zavoina and McElvey, 1975
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rPTf \DIX 2. Regional Earnings Equations

Table 2a. The Earnings Equations, Brisbane Region, l99l

49

\'.iriable Persons Males Females

)klr:r-: -.ttspring

',lllktrrrurut*, -..:J

ilru$fla

rilW0

h

iffi6rmr ; -. :l;.:tion

,{if,r *r i'.,,

i::lish

-::::Lrn

'frllliiltl|llottlll'u;s:- '' : ::: cent level
;;:igl ;: :€:' Cent level

0.827**
(3.3 8)
0.258*
(2.4e)
-0.187
(-0.82)

1.672**
(22.s0)
-0.0s9

c0. I o)
-0.3 04* *

(-2.70)
0.413**
(2.82)
0.570
(0.64)

-30.951**
(-33.62)
-12.593**
(-4.26)

5,599

0.463
(r.36)
0.422**
(2.64)
-0. I l0
(-0.34)

1.494**
( r 4.63)

-0.702**
(-4.5e)
0.713**
(3.50)
-0.268
(-0.22)

-34.220*"
(-24.44)

-5.723

(- r .52)
3,148

0.817*
(2.31)
0.270*
(2.06)
-0.433
(-r.3e)

1.705**
( 15.6e)

0.062
(0.3e)
0.134
(0.66)
1.826

(1.43)
-2',7.411**
(-22.16)
- 17.058* *

(-4.3e)
2,451
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Table 2b. The Earnings Equations, Moreton Region, l99l

OepenOent offspring -1.035 -1.620 -l'O-il
(-1.78) (-1.85) (-l.5lr

Hours worked 0.060 -0'066 0.291
(0.03) (-0.19) ( I .25 t

Industry 0.063 -0.01 4 -0'4 I 9

(0.1 I ) (-0.02) (-0.61 t

Age 2.452** 2.527** I '961' '
(13.0s) (e.63) (8.50 t

Sex 3.1 13*
(2.2t)

Highest qualification 0.569* 0'232 0'71-i'
(2.00) (0.5e) (2.03 )

Age left school 0.535 0.583 0'426
(1.67) (l.28) (1.0e)

Proficiency in English 2.408 0.876 3'551

(1.02) (0.27) (1.16)

Selectivity correction -39'055** '45.219** -28'649"
(-l6.7le) (-12.58) (-l 1.26)

Constant -41.4l5*'t -32.502** -30.030"
(-s.s4) (-3.3s) (-3.s6)

N 1,914 1,143 771

* Significant at 5 per cent level
** Significant at I per cent level
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Table 2c. The Earnings Equations, Northern Queensland, l99l

)ependent offspring 0.608 -0.429 0.997

(1.36) (-0.63) (1.68)

lours worked 0.170 0.371 0.202
(0.e2) (1.21) (0.e5)

.rdustry -0.048 0.223 -0-299

(-0.12) (0.35) (-O.se)

{ge 1.887** 1.892** 1-741**
(12.83) (8.43) (e.le)

kr 2.906*

51

i:ehest qualification

r.:e left school

}'rficiency in English

>< i ectivity correction

-- rnstant

(2.32)
-0.083
(-0.35)

0.283
(r.04)
1.546

(0.86)
-37.339**
(- 1e.35)
-21.958**
(-3.68)

2,238

-0.03 8

(-0.1 l)
0.467
(r.12)
-0.424

(-0. l6)
-47.977**
(-13.71)
-17.7'18**
(-2. l5)

1,368

-0.138
(-0.45)

0.140
(0.41)
3.965
(1.61)

-27.960**
(-13.r3)
-18.326**
(-2.63)

870

' Significant at 5 per cent level

" Significant at I per cent level
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Table 2d. The Earnings Equations, Remainder of Queensland, l99l
Equation Variable Males Females

Dependent offspring

Hours worked

Industry

Age

Sex

Highest qualification

Age left school

Proficiency in English

Selectivity correction

Constant

0329
(0.84)
0.1 l7
(0.68)
-0.589
(-1.47)

1.648**
(t3.2s)

3.347**
(2.e7)
-0.036
(-0. r 6)

0.331
(r.35)
5.192
(1.6r)

-33.340* *

(-20.23)
-20.105**
(-3.24)

-0.203

(-0.4 r )
0.307
(1.23)
-0.765

(- r .48)
1.523**

(e.e r )

-0.734**
(-2.72)

0.569*
(1.81)
3.355
(0.73)

-34.153**
(-16.02)

-6.378
(-0.88)

0.704
(1.18)
0.096
(0.42)
-0.469

(-0.80)
1.634.'

(8.27)_

0.582
(1.66)
0.27 5

(0.75)
7.389
(1.38)

-30.341 .'
(-12.23)
-22.263,
(-2.s6)

912N 2,34t r,429
* Significant at 5 per cent level

** Significant at I per cent level


